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oceans by the American JOIDES project This
has involved portioning a drilling barge using i
ring of engines around ita circumference and
letting a drill string down through the five or
so kilometres of water to the ocean floor where
it drills and cores on instructions from the surface
Two mam results relevant to the plate tectonics
hypothesis have come out of this project
First as would be expected on the hypothesis
the oceans are ill very young The oldest sedi
meat so far recovered is no more than 180 million
years old while many continents are more than
2 500 million years old Second a series of holes
was drilled across the South Atlantic at points
where the magnetic anomalieb indicated that tLe
oce-in crust was of well defined age if the plate
tectonics hypothesis was correct The holes
drilled through the sediments and into the volcanic
rocks beneath and in each case the date of the
oldest sediment in the hole agreed vers closely
with the date suggested by the magnetic anomalies
for the crust at that site This was concrete
evidence of a kind very different from the mfereu
tial evidence of magnetic anomalies earthquake
waves and continental fitting and finally con
vmced many geologists who had up to then been
uncertain that plate tectonics was a reasonable
hypothesis and that plate movements aie happen
ing Some remain unconvinced but it is probably
true to say that most geologists nowadays are
willing to use plate tectonics as at least a working
hypothesis
Mechanisms for Plate Movements
The situation in plate tectonics at the moment
is that while most people are convinced that plate
tectonics is a useful way of describing the evolu
tion and development of the earth s surface very
few agree on what foices drive the plates initiate
motion and continue it so inexorably over such
long periods of tune For some this is an intel
leetual stumbling block—unless they can be
convinced of a mechanism for plate movements
they are unwilling to agree that plates can move
at all But it is difficult to justify this pomt of
view The same people find no difficulty in using
the Law of Gravitation even though it is not at
all clear how gravity works or why it works in
the way it does However the search for a
mechanism has a certain fascination and should
be touched on for the sake of completeness
Mechanisms proposed so far fall essentially into
three classes convection currents pushing
mechanisms and pulling mechanisms The
convection current hypothesis holds that the
mantle of the earth is stirred by slow moving
convection currents and that these are directly
or indirectly responsible for plate movements
Although the transfer of material in plate move
ments is rather like convection, with hot material
coming up at extenskraal boundaries and cold
material going down at compressional boundaries
the shape of the plates is unhke any reasonable
convection flow pattern and other difficulties are
also found Pushing mechanisms suppose that
plates are elevated by expansion in the mantle
at estensional boundaries and then slide off side
ways pushing the rest of the plate ahead 'Pulling
mechanisms on the other hand postulate that as
the ocean crust slides down the Benioff zone at
converging boundaries it becomes transformed
to a very dense material which then sinks pulling
the rest of the plate after it
AD of these mechanisms are unsatisfactory in
one way or another Possibly the answer lies in
gome combination of them or perhaps in some
mechanism yet to be thought of There does
appear however to be general agreement that
the only source for the energy necessary to niove
the plates is the heat of the earth s interior and
as tnis becomes better understood the mechanisms
should become clear
MUSEUMS OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
Aims, Possibilities and Problems
A. museum has no purpose -which is not ulti
mately educational and the basic philosophy of a
museum man must include the belief that the
 study of whit other people have done and are
doing btunulates the intellect and the imagination
and provides signposts (ind no entry signs; alone
the way of i creative lite If such a philosophy
seems at variance with some current educational
theory which lays stre&s on discovering for one&elf
rather than on learning by the experience oi
others and also seems to ignore the marked pre
ference of the young for making their own
mistakes then the museum man must fortifi him
self by studying the attendance figures He will
find that museums are becoming more popular
every year
It is difficult to di&cera any trends towards
particular types of collections m this increasing
popularity In London the Science Museum
draws the largest attendance but it has done so
for a long time and there is no sign that there has
been a swing away from the Art museums
There is no evidence th~t increasing popularity is
a result of museums being better than they were
Drab unmodernised galleries are quite as well
filled as some colourful and spacious ones and the
Pitti Palace in Florence demonstrates that crowds
will still come to a picture gallery where hah" the
pictures on display simply cannot be seen To a
museum man the present situation presents an
opportunity rather than a cause for self con
gratulation
Museums of science and technology are m one
respect better placed than art museums or
museums of local history when it comes to educa
ting this large and variously motivated pubHc
The things they display not only need inter
pretation but can be seen to need it The
Science Museum has a century old tradition of long
and learned labels the first paragraphs of which
may suffice for the less curious and are devised
to do so while the full extent may even finish
with suggestions for further reading These long
labels are sometimes criticised foi being aimed at a
very small minority of visitors or on the general
ground that a label cannot be devised to suit a
wide variety of types of readers or (perhaps most
often) for spoiling the look of the display There
is something m all of these criticisms but they are
more likely to be met by more and better labelt.
than by reducing these to the level of descriptive
ness typified by the time honoured phrases
primitive passerme bird or Flemish 15th
cent
Museum Education Departments
It is not surprising that among our national
museums the Science Museum and the Natural
History Museum should have the busiest eduea
tion departments concerned with the exploitation
of the museum collections for purposes of formal
education Both museiuns deal largely with
subjects which figure in school and university
cuiricula In the Science Museum a noticeable
consequence of the broadening of educational
minds in recent years is the large demand for tours
and lectures for history students and also the
frequent requests for lectures on light colour
materials and design for art students This last
illustrates the kind of useful extra cumcular
activity which becomes possible when the museum
education department has a high reputation and a
firm base of regular demand upon which to build
The assurance of a large clientele makes it
worth while to arrange special series of lectures
for older children given by invited lecturers from
industrial or university research departments It
is also possible to arrange a regular programme of
scientific films and to offer the general public a
range of entertainments on a far more lavish scale
than would otherwise be justified
The growth of the education service in the
Science Museum has almost certainly been due to
difficulties within the schools There have been
shortages of qualified teachers and of equipment
These shortages have persisted and even grown
worse while science itself has advanced faster than
before This is a situation in which one museum
however great con do very little even though it is
exploring ways of spreading its influence by
publications by opening its galleries to the televi
sion teams by training teachers and staff for other
museums It is quite clear that every scientific
museum in the country including general

